Our MD code is novel in that it is based on guidingcenter equations of motion. We will 6rst discuss the advantages and range of applicability of the code, and then we present the results of the simulations.
In a recent series of experiments, ' a collection of N ions (where N=100-1000) were stored in a Penning trap and cooled to very low temperature (T= 1-10mK).
One expects these ions to be strongly correlated since the coupling parameter I is larger than unity.
The relatively small number of ions used in the experiments makes the system ideal for molecular-dynamics (MD) simulations with realistic boundary conditions. We have performed such simulations for N 100 and N 256 in the large-I regime and have seen behavior quite unlike that observed in simulations of an unbounded homogeneous system of ions. These latter simulations predict a liquid phase for I =2 and a transition to a body-centered cubic lattice for I =170. In contrast, we observe that at large I the system of ions arranges itself into concentric spheroidal shells. However, the ions wander randomly over the surface of the shells. The system might therefore be characterized as a crystal in the direction perpendicular to the shells and as a liquid on the shells; similar behavior is observed in smectic-liquid crystals.
As I is further increased, diffusion decreases and a 2D hexagonal lattice forms on the outer shells. However, the lattice is imperfect and diffusion persists even for I =300-400. We now turn to the ion configuration within a sphere. In Fig. 2 we display ion positions at a particular time for the outer sphere of the N =100, I =140 run in spherical polar coordinates. Over short distances, some order is apparent; however, there seems to be no order over longer distances. We confirm this intuition by calculat- . 
